What is the “Em erald Cave”?
Imagine, during the steaming-hot summer weather, you walk into a cave without going
underground. Compared to “outside,” this cave is refreshingly cooler, providing a sweet
retreat from the oppressive humidity. The air in this cave is fresh and sweet, overloaded
with oxygen, unlike the stale moldy air of other caves. This cave does not have the usual
rock-hard surfaces for a floor, its walls, and tunnels, and the ceiling; no hard hat or other
safety gear is necessary. No, the “boundaries” are lush and alive; in places, the cave
“floor” is soft enough to walk on barefooted. A visitor can almost see through the walls.
The ceiling “canopy” has occasional skylights to let in natural sunlight. That’s right, no
artificial lighting is required, although, accent lighting enhances some areas. Unlike most
caves, this cave is overflowing with the sounds and motions of many forms of life. There
are many benches scattered around the cave for your resting pleasure. Sitting
comfortably, while listening to the chorus of dozens of different birds and occasional
frogs, it is not unusual to enjoy watching a small herd of deer passing through, or the
foraging of a wild turkey, the slow march of a large turtle, the antics of Blue Jays and Nut
Hatches, or the clowning around of youth-filled squirrels.
Unlike the primarily grey, sometimes mineral-pocked walls of most caves, this cave is
mostly green, millions of shades between yellow and blue. There is so much green that
the light permeating throughout the cave seems to have its own, self-emanating emerald
glow. Of course, the landscaped flowerbeds with all of the other shades of the rainbow
provide beautiful color-splashes on the emerald landscape, along with many different
aromas being carried on the breeze just for your nose sampling pleasures.
The sunlight glinting on the surface of the water running in the cricks brightly awakens
the viewer at the union-point of the elemental ingredients water, air, and light.
I apologize for carrying on like that. It is nearly impossible to develop a word-based
description that even comes close to the actual experience. Still, I often try. Imagine
ALL (6) of your senses being constantly bathed in natural beauty and harmony, all of the
time. It is like living in a beautifully landscaped and tastefully maintained park. This is
where we live life to the maximum. We commune with nature at will, quite often.
We have attempted to share the “Emerald Cave” with you by providing you a brief
glimpse of portions of the Emerald Cave while you are visiting this web site. To hear
sound bites recorded here at the Emerald Cave, travel: “Home” → “Audio Products”
(found at the center bottom link) → → Nature S ounds of your choice. If you wish to
listen to all of the audio samples (highly recommended ), then start at “Torrential
Potentials,” and follow the list down to the climax at Gaia’s Ovation. NOTE: These
are ALL NATURAL – NO S PECIAL EFFECTS – NO MAN-MAD E-S OUNDS of
any kind. We have no stimulations to offer you for sight, touch, taste, and smell; nor for
your intuitive connection.
ENJOY!

